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Abstract
This study addresses the possibility that
cognitive sequelae-albeit of a transient
or minor character-can be associated
with mild head injury. Twenty men (aged
16-30 years of age), whose post-traumatic
amnesia did not exceed eight hours, were
examined within 48 hours of their accident and again one month later. This
unselected sample had no previous history of head injury. A control group of 20
men of similar socioeconomic background, was selected from medical wards
(where they had been admitted for
orthopaedic treatment or a minor operation). They were also retested one month
after the first examination. Neuropsychological tests were selected to measure
abilities often compromised after significant head injury, namely memory and
attention. The experimental component
consisted of the fractionation of a complex skill (paced addition) to probe for
deficits at different stages of information
processing: perception and input into
storage; search for and retrieval of information from working memory; and
paced and unpaced addition. In general,
no significant difference was found
between the experimental and control
groups, with the possible exception of an
initial decrement on two working memory tasks: probe digits and a keeping
track task (where the subject has to keep
in mind and update a number of variables at the same time). The keeping
track paradigm, ostensibly of ecological
relevance, may well be worth further
exploration in memory research, and in
studies of more severely head-injured
patients. It is further suggested that the
appropriate management and counselling of mildly head-injured patients
may help to avert symptoms that are of
psychological rather than pathophysiological origin.
(7 Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 1994;57:709-716)

The classical taxonomy' of blunt head injury,
in terms of the severity of brain damage, is
usually defined by the duration of post-traumatic amnesia (PTA). In the absence of readily accessible and appropriate neuroimaging
to reflect the massive axonal shearing associated with such injury,2 PTA has been
considered the best available biological

marker of severity of brain damage.
Meticulous necropsy data' on patients who
died from other causes, however, have indicated diffuse neuronal shearing after (very)
minor head injury, and thus implicity widened
the field of enquiry. Cases of minor head
injury, initially relegated to "the dumping
ground of neurasthenia" (Symonds,4 p.607),
were then entitled to neuropsychological evaluation with the expectation that subtle forms
of attentional or memory loss, or both, might
be elicited.
The seminal research of Gronwall and
coworkers'-7 indicated such attentional
impairments, at least during the weeks immediately after injury. Neurophysiological
changes persisting up to six months after a
very mild head injury have also been
reported8: large deviations from the normal
evoked potential response were recorded in
these trauma patients as they worked at vigilance and discrimination tasks.
Nevertheless, there is (as yet) no clear consensus as to the nature and duration of the
cognitive sequelae of minor head injury. One
large-scale and often quoted study (Rimel et
al,9 p.221) suggested "some problems with
attention, concentration, memory or judgement in most of the subset of 69 patients evaluated neuropsychologically" about three
months after injury. It appears, however, that
the large sample (with which this subset of
patients was comparable in terms of sex, education, and employment) included a large
group of college students, a higher percentage
of sporting injuries than is common in other
samples,'0 and a relatively high (35%) percentage of patients with a blood alcohol level
in excess of the Virginian limit (0- 10 g/l) at the
time of injury. Almost one-third gave a history
of previous head injury. Hence it is unwise to
assume that the reported sequelae are characteristic of the effects of a single head injury,
uncomplicated by other factors, in other
groups of varied demography.
Significant cognitive changes, however,
have been reported"-"3-at least on short-term
follow up-after relatively minor head injury
(variously defined as a PTA of less than one
day, absence of coma, or brief admission to
hospital). Such changes are difficult to evaluate
in the absence of appropriate control procedures.
In contrast, several studies of minor head
injury"4-17 have provided essentially negative
evidence, at least with regard to permanent
symptoms. Gronwall and Wrightson,6 for
example, reported recovery of performance on
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which the verbal memory test was the most
sensitive. This group difference disappeared,
however, one month after injury when there
was a notable improvement in verbal memory.
Post-concussional
symptoms-headache,
dizziness, and decreased energy-were initially reported by a substantial number of the
total patient sample but had decreased at the
one-month follow up to 56, 35, and 47%,
respectively. These workers note that
"patients treated in emergency rooms or hospitalized for minor head injury are typically
given minimal or no instructions concerning
the risk for development of neurobehavioural
sequelae and temporal course, nor are these
residual effects adequately evaluated on any
systematic basis" and they suggest that "secondary emotional distress leading to aggravation of post-concussional symptoms and
excessive time away from work after minor
head injury could be mitigated by early clinical intervention..." (Levin et al,'9 pp.241-3).
Given the controversial nature of the
reported research on the sequelae of minor
head injury, we decided to test the possibility
of subtle deficits in memory, attention, and
speed of processing in a group of young men
with a PTA of less than one day. The sample
was particularly suitable for this exercise. The
Oxford accident service admits over 1000
patients with trauma annually; these are direct
referrals from a wide catchment area and
hence compose an unbiased sample of trauma
patients in three counties. A pilot study (cited
in Thomas20) established the main demographic characteristics of the 340 men
between the ages of 16 and 55 admitted during
a six month period. Road traffic accidents
constituted the major cause of trauma (46%),
followed by falls (16%), and assaults (13%).
Over 80% were estimated to have had PTA of
less than one day and over 90% were discharged within 24-48 hours. Against the
background of the national statistics available,'0 the population provides a reasonable
cross section of trauma patients in the UK,
without the notorious alcohol intake of a disproportionate number of assault cases to be
found in a few metropolitan areas. A subset of
subsequent admissions from our regional
population was therefore considered eminently suitable for a study of the cognitive
sequelae of a first, minor head injury.
In applied research of this nature there are
alternative but complementary research
strategies. The traditional psychometric
approach analyses performance on measures
of those cognitive abilities that are consistently reported to be impaired after head
injury: namely, memory and attention.21-26
Alternatively, a complex task (reportedly sensitive to the effects of closed-head injury) can
be fractionated in terms of an information
processing model. Predictions can then be
made about performance from this model and
tested with appropriately designed experimental tasks. In the absence of a solid foundation
of prior knowledge about the sequelae of
minor head injury, we adopted both
approaches.
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a paced addition task (PASAT) 54 days after
injury in 75 (94%) of 80 patients who had
been briefly concussed. In a study in Belfast,'5
strengthened by the inclusion of a control
group, patients reached at least the control
level of performance on a four-choice reaction
time task six months after injury, despite their
significantly poorer performance after shorter
intervals of 24 hours and six weeks. The PTA
was less than 24 hours and, for half of the
group, less than 15 minutes; "those suffering
from alcohol intoxication or any other complicated illnesses were excluded".'5
Likewise, no significant impairment was
found on a variety of cognitive tests (digit cancellation, digit span, verbal memory, word
recognition, Buschke's selective reminding
paradigm for word recall, card sorting, and
Raven's progressive matrices) in a group of 50
Italian patients tested one month after
injury.'6 There were clearly defined criteria for
admission to this study: loss of consciousness
for less than 20 minutes and an initial score
on the Glasgow coma scale'8 of 13-15.
Patients selected their own controls from
among family, friends, and schoolmates
("case control pairing").
Similarly, a carefully designed three-centre
study in the USA suggested that "a single,
uncomplicated minor head injury produces
no permanent, disabling neurobehavioural
impairment in the great majority of patients
free of pre-existing neuropsychiatric disorder
and substance abuse" (Levin et al,'9 p.234).
Of the 155 patients initially studied, 57 (37%)
returned for a one-month follow up and met
the strict criteria for inclusion in the study.
These criteria included a Glasgow coma scale
score of at least 13, and absence of focal neurological deficit, intracranial mass lesion
(haematoma), intracranial surgical procedures
(for example, repair of depressed skull fracture), or complications such as meningitis.
Other criteria included admission to hospital
for 24 hours or less, no general anaesthesia
(for example, for an operation related to
extracranial injuries), and no history of
antecedent neurological disorder, admission
to hospital for previous head trauma, sustained alcohol or drug abuse or admission to
hospital for psychiatric disorder. The baseline
assessment was carried out within seven days
of injury when the initial PTA had resolved,
and the follow-up examination no later than
five weeks after injury. The tests were selected
to measure attention, memory, and speed of
information processing. The three-centre
study strongly supported the view that these
rigorously selected patients with minor
closed-head injury did not differ from wellmatched controls on tests carefully chosen to
probe those skills that are characteristically
impaired in more severe closed-head injury. It
also provided striking evidence of epidemiological influences: considerable variation
between centres with respect to the aetiology
of injury and a remarkable difference in the
level of performance between centres. On initial testing, the control group was superior to
the head-injured group on all five tasks of
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Subjects and methods
Twenty men between the ages of 16 and 30
years who lived within easy reach of the hospital and who were admitted to the accident
service after minor head injury between
February and August 1976 were examined.
The injuries were due to road traffic accidents; no skull fractures were present. In no
patient was there a previous history of head
injury and none had physical injuries sufficiently severe to prevent them getting out of
bed within the first 48 hours of injury.
Estimates of the length of PTA were based on
ambulance and clinical notes, interview, and
the continuous screening of memory and orientation by the neuropsychologist. The number of patients in the different categories of
PTA were as follows: PTA of a few minutes,
seven (35%); less than half an hour, seven
(35%); less than one hour, three (15%); and
one to eight hours, three (15%). Patients were
tested within 48 hours of the accident and
again one month later.
Twenty male control patients were selected
from the medical wards: nine orthopaedic
patients and 11 patients admitted for a minor
operation. They were tested within one week
of admission and then again at follow up one
month after admission.
The two groups did not differ in age or performance on standard verbal and non-verbal
tests of intelligence: head-injured group mean
(SD) age 21A4 (3-9), matrices score 45-7
(11.1), and Mill Hill IQ equivalent 99 3
(14-7); control subjects mean (SD) age 21-2
years (3-5), matrices score 49-6 (6-4), and
Mill Hill IQ equivalent 105-2 (12-8).
TEST PROCEDURE

The two groups were each tested twice: the
experimental group within 24 hours of admission and one month later; the control group
on two occasions, initially during hospital
admission and, at follow up, one month later.
Owing to medical and administrative exigences, it was, in a few instances, not possible
to administer all the tests. In the two groups,
however, all but two subjects completed all
the tests, with the sole exception of the control test of arithmetical ability which was not
administered to three members of the headinjured group.
TEST SELECTION

Memory and information processing
Tests of memory and information processing
often produce significant differences between
patients with severe closed-head injury and
normal controls. They were therefore
included on the premise that smaller but consistent differences might be detected after less
severe injuries. In addition, one verbal memory task-story recall-is known to correlate
well with relatives' ratings of the daily life
memory25 of the head-injured patient. The
following tests were administered.
Story recall
Bower's27 hierarchical story-frame paradigm

was used to test the possibility that the headinjured patients would either be unable to
abstract the hierarchy or forget more details at
lower levels of the hierarchy. This procedure
awards higher scores for recalling general
abstract features of the story and lower scores
for details-unlike conventional story recall
tests in standard test batteries. The story used
for the first test session was a shortened version of Circle Island with 194 words and 32
recall items. The (Torrida) story for the second test session was devised to approximate
the Circle Island format, with 199 words and
33 recall items. At each session the experimenter read the story aloud and the subject's
verbatim response was recorded on tape.
Delayed recall, without forwarning, was
recorded one hour later. The score was the
number of story items recalled correctly.
Word andface recognition
Verbal and non-verbal continuous recognition
tasks, based on the Shepard and
Teghtsoonian paradigm,28 were designed and
included to check the rate of loss of items in
immediate memory as a function of the
passage of time and intervening interference.
Such tasks might therefore detect a factor
implicated in the previously reported difficulties with paced addition tasks.S7 Subjects
were shown a set of stimuli and told that each
stimulus occurred twice in the test pack with
varying numbers of other stimuli between the
target items. They had to go through the pack
and respond "old" if the stimuli had been
seen before in the pack and "new" if it had
not occurred previously. There were five
intervals, with stimuli recurring after one, five,
10, 15, or 20 cards.
In the verbal version of the test, the stimuli
consisted of six-letter words typed on individual cards. The 50 target stimuli consisted of
25 high frequency (Thorndike-Lorge AA) and
25 low frequency (Thorndike-Lorge 5/million) words. Five words of each frequency
occurred at each interval. Three words which
did not recur were included at the end of the
pack to keep the probability of new or old
stimuli at 50%. There were thus 53 new
words which could have been falsely recognised. A brief practice task was given initially
to ensure that all the subjects understood the
test.
In the non-verbal version of the task, the
stimuli consisted of 40 pictures of the faces of
young ex-servicemen, with neutral expressions, and without paraphernalia or idiosyncratic hair cut. There were eight target items
at each of the five intervals and 44 opportunities for false positive errors.

Prospective memory
At the end of the first test session each patient
was given a form to fill in when he returned to
work and a stamped addressed envelope in
which to return it to the experimenter. The
number of patients who returned the slip and
the time elapsing between return to work and
return of the slip (the date of the postmark)
were taken into account.
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PACED ADDMTION TASK AND ITS COMPONENTS

The paced addition task (PASAT)7 29 30 was
the key experimental paradigm, selected on
the basis of Gronwell and Sampson's5 innovative studies. In this task, subjects hear a
stream of single digits. Their task is continuously to add the last digit spoken to the one
immediately preceding it. The speed of
presentation can be varied. Gronwell and
Sampson5 ascribed the reduced cognitive
efficiency of patients during the first month
after mild and moderate concussion (reflected
on PASAT, choice reaction time, and speech
processing tasks) to "reduced informationprocessing capacity" (p. 84). They eliminated
selective attention, response production, and
movement time as critical parameters.
In analysing the PASAT task we envisaged
three main stages of information processing
and the experimental techniques that might
be required to test these components.

Perception and input into storage
This component was thoroughly explored and
eliminated by Gronwall and Sampson5 as a
critical parameter.
Search for and retrieval of information from
working memory
In the PASAT task the correct (penultimate)
digit must be selected from several items in
working memory, and then added to the last
digit presented. As a reasonable simulation of
this component of PASAT, we chose the
probe digit technique.3" Here, subjects have to
identify items in working memory by their
nature (item search).

In addition, the efficiency with which subjects could keep track of information held in
working memory was also tested by the
Yntema and Mueser paradigm.'2 The latter
task checks the rate of loss of items in immediate memory as a function of the passage of
time and intervening interference. It thus
investigates a component of PASAT to find
out whether the rate of loss of items in memory
is also implicated in PASAT failures.
Paced and unpaced addition
Straightforward control tasks measured performance on the arithmetical component of
PASAT when there was no extra demand on
resources by a working memory load. The
specific tests selected are described in the following.
Modified PASAT-The present version
consisted of 51 digits (50 pairs of single digits
to be added together) relayed on a portable
Sony tape recorder at two different speeds:
'slow' (one digit every three seconds) and
'fast' (one digit every 1.5 seconds). Omissions
and four types of error were recorded to
attempt to check the relative vulnerability to
head injury of the various cognitive processes
involved in this complex task. Omissions and
late errors might indicate breakdowns due to
the optimum speed of performance being
exceeded. "Retrieval errors" and "addition
errors" might indicate inefficient addressing
or maintenance of information in working
memory. "Miscellaneous errors" represented
a catch-all category of failures unattributable
to any particular process. Two short control/
practice tasks preceded the administration of
PASAT: the successive repetition of 10 digits
spoken by the same experimenter and relayed
on the same apparatus and the addition of
digit pairs, presented at the "slow" rate (one
digit every three seconds).
Arithmetical ability test-To check parity on
those components of PASAT which involved
paced arithmetical ability subjects were asked
to add pairs of single digits (e.g. 8 + 3 = ?)
played on the same tape recorder as the conventional PASAT at the same two speeds.
Twenty-five additions were given at the "slow"
speed and 50 at the "fast" speed. Incorrect
responses were scored as "late responses",
"omissions", or "additional errors".
Probe digits test-These tasks checked the
ability to retrieve items and item order from
working memory. Subjects heard a series of
seven random digits relayed on a tape
recorder, followed, after a three second gap,
by a single digit. There were two conditions.
In the item condition, subjects had to say
whether the single (probe) digit had occurred
in the immediately preceding set of seven digits. Twenty four positive and 24 negative
probes were given in pseudo-random order.
Digits in each of the six positions (excepting
the first) were probed twice. In the order condition, the probe digit had invariably occurred
in the preceding series of seven digits. The
subject had to name the digit that had immediately preceded the probe. Each of the six
positions in the series (excluding the first) was
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Card sorting
Sorting tasks were included to provide a comparative measure of the rate of information
processing between patients and controls.
The subject was given a pack of cards face
down and was asked to sort them in labelled
red and black piles. For the control measurement of movement time, subjects were given a
pack of alternating red and black cards to be
sorted into the two piles. In the two-choice
condition, they were given a shuffled pack of
cards, again to be sorted into red and black
piles. This test was repeated three times with
the left/right spatial position of the red and
black pile alternating on each occasion. Times
were averaged. In the four-choice condition,
the shuffled pack had again to be sorted into
two piles but each pile contained two suits that is, hearts and spades on one side and diamonds and clubs on the other. This test was
repeated four times with each of the two combinations of suits occurring twice, each time
in an alternate spatial position. Time scores
were averaged. At the beginning of each session, packs were checked so that there were
never more than three of the same colour and
not more than one of the same suit in succession. Between each test, packs were shuffled
at least four times. The two-choice and fourchoice conditions were repeated once at the
end of the testing programme as a check for
possible fatigue effects.

Minor head injury: pathophysiological or iatrogenic sequelae?

Results
INITIAL TESTING

Significant group differences were observed
only on working memory tasks-keeping track
and item digit probe. Other group comparisons were negative.
In the interests of brevity, analyses of variance for specific tasks are summarised in the
following.
Memory and information-processing paradigms
Story recall-There was a significant effect
of delay (F = 9.93, p < 0-005) for the two
groups (see tables 1 and 2). To investigate
Bower's32 centrality hypothesis, the first and
second higher-order levels in the Circle Island
story hierarchies were combined and compared with the third and fourth levels. The
ANOVA took delays and levels as repeated
measures to be computed for each story separately. The effect of levels was significant
(F = 37 43, p < 0 005) as was the effect of
delays (F = 7-25, p < 0.01), but there was no
difference between the two groups. A similar
pattern emerged from an analysis of the
Torrida story.

Recognition-The data for the verbal version
were subjected to a three-way analysis of
variance consisting of groups, frequencies,
and intervals between successive presentations of the stimulus. The main effects of
interval (F = 4-48, p < 0 005) and frequency
(F = 4.77, p < 0-05) were significant, but
there was no difference between the groups.
In addition, there was no difference between
the groups in terms of error pattern (false negative and false positive errors). For the two
groups, performance was worse on high frequency words and with longer intervals
between successive presentations of the same
stimulus.
In the non-verbal (faces) version only the
effect of interval was significant (F = 4 56,
p < 0005) for the two groups.

Prospective memory-The difference between the percentage of head-injured (60%)
and control (65%) patients returning their
forms did not differ significantly (x2 = 0-008,
df = 1). The time elapsing between return to
work and return of the form did not differ
between the two groups (mean 3-5 days),
excluding one control patient who brought
his form back 10 days before returning to
work.
Card sorting-The effect of choice was
highly significant (F = 465-21, p < 0 0005):
sorting was slower if there were more alternative categories. There was no significant difference between the groups, though the
head-injured patients were on average 5'7 seconds slower than the control patients and also
significantly more variable (tests for homogeneity of variance: movement time F = 2-61,
p < 0-05; two choice, Fma, = 3-27, p < 0-025;
four choice, Fm. = 3 40, p < 0-05).
Paced addition and its components
Modified PASA T-The main effect of error
type was significant (F = 3-36, p < 0 025) and
there was a significant interaction between
error type and speed (F = 6-73, p < 0-0005).
The two groups made more late responses on
the fast speed than on the slow speed and
more of the other error types on the slower
speed. This interaction cancelled out the main
effect of speed.
Paced addition-There was a highly significant effect of speed as a repeated measure
(F= 178-19, p < 0-001): the two groups performed less well at the faster presentation
rate. There was, however, no significant difference between groups nor interaction
between groups and presentation rate.
Probe digits-There was a highly significant
effect of position (F = 6-70, p < 0-0005) in
the item condition: performance was best on
the last three positions, with fewer items intervening between presentation and recall; it was
also relatively good on the first item of the
series. The head-injured patients recalled
significantly fewer items than the controls
(F =810, p < 0-005). Tables 3 and 4 give
these results.
Effect of position in the order condition
was highly significant (F = 5-76, p < 0-0005):
performance was best on the first and last
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tested four times. The conventional scoring
system was used.
Keeping track task-This task was based on
an interesting paradigm developed by Yntema
and Mueser32 to assess the subject's ability to
keep track of several variables, simultaneously. Ostensibly, it might tap a proverbial
difficulty of the head-injured patient in
attending to several concurrent strands of
conversation. One of the problems in PASAT
is that subjects have to select the correct one
of several possible digits, correctly referencing
items in working memory. The keeping track
task was therefore an extended analogue of
this aspect of the PASAT task. Subjects have
to address items not merely in terms of temporal sequence but also in terms of category
(pile).
Patients were asked to sort, face down, a
pack of 56 cards into four piles according to
category: digits (1-10), letters (A-K, excluding I), colours (colour names written in the
appropriate colour in upper case letters), and
shapes (heart, diamond, club, spade, circle,
square, rectangle, triangle, star and cross, outlined in black ink). There were 10 message
cards in each category and the message cards
were interspersed with question cards, displaying a Q and the name of the category.
Subjects then had to recall as many items
from that category as they had previously
sorted. The number of cards intervening
between the presentation of an item and its
subsequent recall varied from none to seven;
and there was one item at each interval from
both the "verbal" (number and letters) and
"non-verbal" (colours and shapes) category.
The score was taken as the number of items
correctly recalled (maximum 76, 19 from
each category). Errors included extraneous
items (for example, letters beyond K in the
alphabetic sequence) and visual confusions.
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Table 1 Keeping track task: mean (SD) percentage
recall
Task category

patients

Control
subjects

Numbers
Letters
Shapes
Colours
Total
Time (s)

36-3
25-0
66-3
56-3
46-0
371-5

48-4
38-7
69-2
65-8
55-5
331-1

(25 4)
(13-6)
(17-4)
(21-2)
(14-1)
(116-8)

(18-5)
(20 6)
(11-6)
(20 8)
(14-1)
(82 2)

Table 2 Keeping track task: analyses of vaniance
Source

Groups
Categories
Groups x categories
Between subjects within groups

df

MS

1
3
3
152

131-41 997
396-31 30-06
8-17 0 62
13 18

F

items of the series. There was, however, no
difference.
Keeping track-The head-injured patients
recalled significantly fewer items than the
controls and the effect of category was also
significant (F = 30-06, p < 0 0005) but there
was no interaction effect (tables 1 and 2). The
head-injured patients differed significantly
from the controls on letter (t = 2-48, df = 33,
p < 0-01) and number recall (t = 1-72,
df = 33, p < 0-05) as well as on total recall
(t 2-4, df = 33, p <0Q025). The two
groups, however, reported that the letters and
numbers were more difficult to recall than
colours and shapes, an effect probably attributable to set size and imageability. The two
groups did not differ significantly in sorting
speed (t = 1-18, df = 33, p < 0 25).
group

Table 3 Item probe task: mean (SD) percentage correct
Item conditions

Head-injured
patients

Control subjects

Position
2
3
4
5
6
7

Order
2
3
4
5
6
7

Total

89-5 (26 8)
84-0 (40-1)
94-5 (15-8)

(21 4)
(38 3)
(31-1)
(16-2)
(19-2)
100-0 (0 0)
89 0
66-5
72-0
94-0
91-5
63-8
45-8
55-5
30 5
47-3
72-3
52 8

100-0 (0 0)
94 5 (15-0)
100-0 (0 0)

75 0 (27 6)
46-0 (39*3)
54-0 (33 6)
51-25 (34 8)
55-25 (284)
68 5 (24 8)
58-3 (24 8)

(31-2)
(31-2)
(27 8)
(20 3)
(28 3)
(29 6)
(21-3)

Table 4 Item probe task: analyses of variance
Source

df

MS

F

1
5
5
210

1-50
1-23
0 33
0-18

8-10
6-70
1-81

1
5
5
210

2-97
8-71
1-29
1-51

1-97
5-76
0-85

Item condition

Groups
Positions
Groups x positions
Between subjects within groups
Order condition
Groups
Positions

Groups x positions
Between subjects within groups

Homogeneity of sample
On the assumption that the head-injured
group might be a heterogenous sample,
including a subset of patients who were significantly impaired by the accident, the data
were analysed in two ways: a search for consistently poor performance in a subset of
patients and a correlation between performance and grade of PTA.
There was no evidence of a subset of
patients showing impairment on all tasks. In
relation to PTA, only broad categories could
be used because of the restricted range and
inevitable imprecision of measurement.
Three categories of PTA were taken into
consideration: less than five minutes (seven
patients), between five and 30 minutes (seven
patients),- and more than 30 minutes (six
patients). No significant relation was found
between task performance and duration of
PTA within these narrow limits. The subgroup with the longer time of PTA obtained
marginally higher scores on the two intelligence tests (though this effect did not reach
significance on an analysis of variance).
There was, however, a consistent trend
toward increased variability in the headinjured group which reached significance in
card sorting.
FOLLOW UP

Smaller groups of head-injured (14 patients)
and control (14 patients) subjects returned for
follow up. There was again a significant difference between the two groups on the item
condition of the probe digit task (F = 10-95,
p < 0.005). Otherwise, there were few significant changes in the pattern of performance.
These consisted of: PASAT (the two groups
scored significantly higher on retest, at slow
(F = 16-88, p < 00005), medium (F = 8-03,
p < 0.025), and fast (F = 2083, p < 0 0005)
speeds); story recall (the effect of delay was no
longer significant-the two groups remembered as much of the story an hour later as
they had on immediate recall); and keeping
track (there was now no difference in mean
score between the two groups).
Discussion
In an unselected and hence representative
sample of patients with minor head injury in
the Oxford region, there was no evidence of a
significant and overall decrement in performance on cognitive tests within 48 hours of
injury compared with that of control subjects.
Had there been any substantial cognitive
impairment, we would have expected to have
elicited it with the tasks selected and within a
short time interval after injury. The absence of
an overall group difference is perhaps surprising in view of "the clear evidence of cognitive
deficits in the first few days after mild head
injury", listed by Binder"3 (p. 327). Our ostensibly negative findings are, however, consistent with the European studies previously
cited, including those of Lidvall et al17 who
found no cognitive impairment in mildly
head-injured patients tested two, six, 14, 30,
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and 90 days after injury and also with one of processing rate, intermediate term memory,
the most thorough and rigorous studies in and working memory-showed no decrement
North America by Levin and colleagues.'9 except for the mild decrease in working memDemographic and cultural factors, as well as ory, at least in the initial examination. Hence
differences in medicolegal practice, may per- we suggest that although it has been very hard
haps play an important part in explaining such to produce convincing evidence of impairreported discrepancies. There are, of course, ment in a number of the well-controlled
other factors to be taken into account including recent studies, it is possible that selective
the age of the patients: older patients are studies of working memory would tap signifithought to be "at greater risk for prolonged cant effects.
The possibility of group differences is supdisability"'13 (p.328). In addition, there are
always problems in the selection of appropri- ported by data from a study parallel with our
ate control subjects. In this study the fact that own by Saan (unpublished data) in which
some of the controls had received an anaes- another unselected group of young men with
thetic (albeit mild and at least 24 hours before a first, single head injury was compared with
testing) might, arguably, have reduced possi- other well-matched control subjects.
ble experimental and control group differ- Embedded in a cluster of negative findings
ences. The control group did not perform (from tasks including writing and tapping
significantly better, however, when retested speeds, letter and design fluency, letter and
one month after treatment.
dot cancellation, and sentence comprehenOur inability to replicate Gronwall and sion) was a significant group difference on
Sampson's5 findings could be attributed to a another version of the keeping track task.
number of factors. Major factors were probably What might have been considered a statistical
the shorter trials and slower pacing rates used. artefact tends to reinforce the notion of a
Gronwall's (personal communication) reanaly- (probably transient) working memory deficit.
sis of her original data, using only the first 50 We suggest that the keeping track task preadditions, showed that only two of the speed sents an interesting paradigm that may well
conditions (digits presented at 0-8 and 2-4 tap a typical patient disorder: keeping in mind
second intervals) produced significant differ- and updating a number of variables at the
ences between the experimental and control same time-perhaps not dissimilar to the
groups. There were also procedural and proverbial "cocktail party problem" of the
methodological differences between the two aphasic patient.
studies. Half the subjects in the earlier study
Secondly, the consistent increase in the
received the fast version of PASAT first. variance of the head-injured patients' perforThen, in this study, the 3 0 s trial is slower mance (see tables 3 and 4, a modified sign test
than any of those used in Gronwall and on the variance was significant at the level of
Sampson's original studies.5 Another factor to p < 0.01) hints at the possibility of individual
be taken into account is the length of the outliers whose performance is impaired (see
examination. In this experiment, the subjects also Leininger et al34) . Again, this finding
worked continuously for about two hours. It is raises the possibility of subtle, selective
conceivable that a longer period of testing effects; variability of performance may be a
might have elicited fatigue and reduced levels more sensitive index than rate alone.
of competence in the experimental group, but
Future studies of minor and moderate head
Gronwall reported that when a 4'0 second injury call for more sophisticated test proceinterval was introduced between digits, head- dures35 36 and more heuristic models of memory
injured patients were better than controls, and attentional processes37 38 than have been
though only a small group (six patients) was available or used in the past. Given that backused and the results were not significant. We ground, and a rigorous definition of patient
note, nevertheless, that Oddy33 did not find a and control samples, uncontaminated by subdifference between groups of controls and stance abuse and medicolegal manipulation,
young male head-injured patients (selected on we may be better equipped to study the "prithe basis of a PTA of more than two days) mary" effects of closed (blunt) head injury.
tested six months after injury. It has also been Recent advances in neuroimaging-specifisuggested that the PASAT may be an unreli- cally, the superiority of MRI over CT in
able task, showing considerable intra-subject reflecting CNS damage after head injury343differences.
will help increasingly to define the nature and
Two aspects of our data, however, suggest extent of CNS damage in relation to behavcaution in disclaiming any significant, even if ioural (cognitive and affective) changes.
transitory, effects of minor head injury. First, Sophisticated neuroimaging may also serve as a
there was an early decrement on tasks mea- complementary measure of severity of damage
suring working memory (digit probe and to that of PTA which, as Symonds4 (p.606)
keeping track), and the significant difference pointed out over 40 years ago, can be misleadon digit probe was found again one month ing, and is often not systematically measured
after injury (albeit in small groups due to the (but see references 44-46).
30% dropout rate in experimental subjects
The delicate issue of primary symptoms
and controls). It could be argued that these and secondary psychosomatic, emotional, or
few significant differences emerged by chance. motivational factors will not be broached in
In rebuttal, they can be considered to have a detail (for judicious reviews see references 43
certain functional consistency. Thus measure- and 44). We will only recapitulate that many
ment of three distinct processes-information patients with closed-head injury are given
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"post-concussional sequelae

start

off

on an

organic basis (PTA) and that persistent
sequelae after minor head injuries are also
caused by psychogenic, and especially by
iatrogenic factors" (p.127). In the management of minor head injury, the clinician has
presumably to steer a judicious course
between positive counselling for the long term
and the detection of selective (usually transient) cognitive impairments in individual
patients.
The authors are indebted to Ms Caroline MThomas for her
meticulous collection and analysis of data. The work was supported by MRC Grant No G/9731144 to Dr Freda
Newcombe.
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little in the way of positive counselling,47 48
despite the reported efficacy of early reassurance and proactive treatment.49 A careful
study by Minderhoud et al,50 which should
certainly be replicated, contrasted the recovery from minor head injury of unselected
groups of patients: one group was not treated
and was not usually given an outpatient follow-up appointment. The experimental group
was "treated with strict instructions regarding
and
the period they should remain in bed
given as much information and encouragement as was possible in the given circumstances" (p.128). Minderhoud et al reported
that post-concussional sequelae were
markedly reduced by treatment which
included information, explanation, and
encouragement. They hypothesised that

